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 Quantum computer
• huge advantage
• parallel computing ability

 Limited number of algorithms

 Grover’s Algorithm on database search 

1.  Introduction



Satisfiability problem
The satisfiability problem asks the computer to find a set of values (commonly true 
or false) for several variables such that they satisfy certain constraints. K-SAT 
problems refer to satisfiability problems with k boolean variables to be 
determined. 

Wide application
Combinatorial equivalence checking, automtic test pattern generation, model 
checking, AI planning, and haplotyping

Slow calculation for large cases
Traditional computation cannot handle large data well due to its exponential 
processing time.

1.  Introduction



3-SAT quantum solution worse than classical solution

k-SAT (k > 3) quantum solution unproposed

Possible that quantum solution performs better when k grows 
large
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 Quantum field 
• Lacks proof for its advantage

 Satisfiability problem
• Improvement on processing speed

 Grover’s Algorithm on satisfiability problem

1.  Introduction



This research aims to formulate a general quantum 

solution for the k-SAT problem and compare such a 

solution with the best classical algorithm to determine 

whether and when the quantum algorithm performs 

better on satisfiability problems.
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2.  Prior Work

On solving the satisfiability problem, the only quantum algorithm 
proposed previously is focused on the 3-SAT problem [3][4]. 

This proposed quantum solution utilizes Grover’s algorithm searching 
ability and traverse through all possible answer space, amplifying the 
correct states that satisfy the given constraints. 

This solution, however, runs even slower than the optimal 3-SAT 
classical solution[5]. It has a time complexity of O(1.414ᴺ) as compared 
with the optimal classical solution with time complexity of O(1.307ᴺ), 
where N is the number of constraints.
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Database search

Traditionally: O(N)

Grover’s algorithm: O(√N)

3.  Grover’s  algorithm



3. Grover’s  algorithm

Oracle function: f(x) = {1, if x is the answer; 0, if x is not the answer}

f(ω) = 1

f(1, 2, 3, …, ω - 1, ω + 1, …, N) = 0
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3.  Grover’s  algorithm

Repeat the above process until the probability is large enough

It can be proven that about √N times will suffice
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4.  Proposed Us Circuit
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5.  Testing of Us Circuit

4-SAT example

Reverse engineered Oracle function



Probability of the two correct 
answers is in total 

94.53%

Simulator Result
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devise Oracle function for k-SAT problem

Approach: analyse given input and construct the corresponding function

6.  Future Work

Step 1

compare the theoretical complexity with classical 
algorithms

• Approach: calculate complexity based on Grover’s algorithm’s 
√N optimization

• Compare against best classical algorithm

Step 2



6.  Future Work

Step 3

Step 4

If possible, implement on real quantum computers and 
real classical computers for real-world comparison

IBM quantum computer available for testing

Analyse and summarize the result

Determine whether and when quantum algorithm outperforms classical algorithm
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Any Questions?
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